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was the first step in protecting against them and destroying them. Throughout the war, the Allied radar technology was...detection capabilities and keep up with subsequent generations of Allied airborne radars. The first generation of Allied...

Indicators cycle technology was quickly developed further and deployed by the U.S. Navy in 1942. By that time, there were...

has been done to train sufficient anti-submarine forces or to develop suitable new weapons. Other naval forces were just...

the East Coast, in camouflage Measure 32 Design 4A. During the Second World War, the underwater threat was revived, ...

innovation, along with a higher estimate of the properties of the ocean that influenced the spread of sound. The...

propellers of many submarines were extremely loud in the water (although this does not seem so from the surface), the...

integration into the full system of the British weapons system, as well as the introduction of radar. During this period, ...

obtained to attack the submarines. Bombs were dropped by aircraft and deep-seated charges were carried out by ships. ...

Historian Paul E. Fontenoy summed up the situation as: The system of convoys defeated the German submarine campaign. One...

carried out, but the main value of air patrols is to prepare the submarine in the water, making it virtually blind and...

1885, although it had previously been proposed. By the beginning of the Russo-Japanese War, all major naval forces, except the...

The first recorded sinking of the submarine at depth was the U-68, sunk by the Farnborough ship off Kerry, Ireland on...

The system of convoys defeated the German submarine campaign. One of the main reasons was the introduction of radar and...


deter, damage and / or destroy submarines. Such operations are usually carried out to protect friendly shipping or to...

was the first step in protecting against them and destroying them. Throughout the war, the Allied radar technology was...

would allow mines or bombs to be detonated in the area. New materials for sound projectors have been developed. Both the...

The use of contact explosive became widespread, but it was a passive form of harbour protection that depended on the...

aircraft and airships were also used to patrol submarines. A number of successful attacks have been...

The use of contact explosive became widespread, but it was a passive form of harbour protection that depended on the...

Airframe and ferry beacon indicators were used to detect submarines. These were usually used to detect submarines at...
How many solutions does a quadratic equation have?

- The quadratic equation has two solutions.
- If the discriminant is zero, the equation has one solution.
- If the discriminant is negative, the equation has no real solutions.

The discriminant of a quadratic equation is given by $b^2 - 4ac$. If $b^2 - 4ac > 0$, the equation has two distinct real solutions. If $b^2 - 4ac = 0$, the equation has one real solution, and if $b^2 - 4ac < 0$, the equation has no real solutions.